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INVITATION
To Annual Meeting
April 5,

•

6,

7

The S. C .A cordially invites everyone interested in
California Archaeol0gy to come to the S.C.A. Annual
Meeting at U. C. Riverside. Scheduled for April 5 and 6
(Friday and Saturday) will be the reading of papers on
alifornia Archaeology. On Friday night (April 5) all
embers are urged to participate in various SCA Committee
Meetings to be scheduled. Saturday evening a party for all
attending the meeting is planned (details to be announced),
and the Annual Business Meeting of the Society will begin
appropriately late on Sunday morning, April 7.
Tfie~Sc:A's growing membership is bigger than ever;
this means it is more important than ever for the
California archaeological community to get together for our
once-a-year gathering. Join us and keep up with what's
happening- in archaeological discoveries, in new reports,
new theories and interpretations; in public archaeology,
politics, in the current status of the EIR process,
archaeological law, site protection, and more. Whether
your interest in archaeology is professional, avocational,
casual or academic- your attendence at the Annual Meeting
is welcome!
Preliminary programs will be mailed during March;
Abstracts of papers will be available at the Meeting, and
by mail therafter. Advance registration forms should be
sent to Dr. Leslie E. Wildes en, Program Chairman,
Archaeological Research Unit, University of California,
Riverside 92502.
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EIR CONSULTANTS
CLARIFICATION - LISTING IN THE SCA
CONSULTANT DIRECTORY
The application form for listing in the SCA's Directory
of Qualified Archaeological Consultants is included with
this NEWSLETTER. Some members have asked about how
or whether the Executive Committee can or should make
decisions about professional qualifications. This is, of
course, a knotty problem that archaeologists are struggling
with nationwide.
Since it seems that we in California have moved
farther with the "certification" process than have the
archaeologists in other states (none of which have laws
quite as compelling as our CEQA), it behooves us to be
very careful about what we do and how we do it. We are
tr)'ing to exercise this care be requiring two things of
anyone wishing to be listed on the Directory. The first
is a formal committment to professional ethics and comunication with the profession as a whole, codified in the
text of the application which is to be signed and
notarized. This "contract" still leaves the Society in a
slightly sticky position concerning qualifications, however,

The SOCIETY FOR CALIFORNIA ARCHAEOLOGY
requests the honor of YOUR membership
for the year 19 74
Send your dues and ballot in the enclosed envelope
today. We need you and your vote. If you would like
membership blanks, ask the SCA Business Office,
request more when you send in your dues, or write to the
membership chairperson, Nancy Walter, 17048 Sunburst,
Northridge, California, 91324.. Dues are:
Regular Member: $7. 00
Student Member: $3. 00
Institutional Member: $7. 00
(publications only)

especially since what we do is going to be watched in
nther states and by federal agencies. We obviously do
not want i:"~be in a situation where we are asked to
"certify" potential consultants in conflict with current
state or federal policy; current state and federal policy
essentially sets up education and affiliation with reasonably
stable professional institutions as the primary criteria
for acceptability. We don't want to be iri a position
where we could not stand behind the people listed in the
Directory, or where. the National Park Service or the
Department of Parks and Recreation would be forced to
say, "well, that guy may be acceptable to the SCA, but
the good intentions he expresses on his application aren't
enough to make him acceptable to us. " If we get into
this kind of situation, we are obviously engaging
.
in an exercise in futility. Therefore, we have attempted to
put a "floor" under the range of potential applicants, by
devising minimum criteria that must be met based primarily
on Antiquities Act standards. An individual who seeks to
be a consultant must have at leas.t an :MA or equivalent
in anthropology or something close to it; he must have
some connection with a qualified institution, and he
must have some demonstrable experience. Those who

SCA
RESIGNATIONS
The SCA has regretfully accepted the resignation of
Secretary Mary Lou Ruppenthal, who has plans to mm[e
to Europe where she will be living.
We have also regretfully received a resignation from
Southern California Vice President Herrick Hanks, who
has pointed out that his position as both an SCA officer
and an employee of the Buearu of Land Management
represents a conflict of interest, because the SCA is
a co-plaintiff in a suit with EDF and the Sierra Club
against the BLM.
LAWSUIT AGAINST OFF-ROAD DRIVING IN
CALIFORNIA DESERT

don't meet these standards have two recourses if they
want to be listed. First, they can affiliate with an
institutlof! or oth~r entity that .is listed; second, they can
apply for a waiver, which will be considered not just by
the Executive Committee but by a Professional Review •
Committee composed of established professionals whose
sole function it will be to keep track of the professional
quality of work being done in the state.
One thing we are concerned about- in California and
elsewhere- is an explosion of well- intentioned sub··
professionals who will get involved in consultation work
without simultaneously getting involved in the
archaeological profession as a whole. Without some
standards more or less equivalent to federal standards,
and without some impetus for those without full academic
training and affiliation to keep seeking such training
and affiliation, we felt that our Directory might actually
contribute to this explosion and its attendant problemsboth for the profession a.nd for the various consultants.
This is the reason for the minimum criteria.

·

TOM KING
Chairman, Environmental Policy
Committee

NEWS
the limitations on off-road driving set forth in the plan
will be very effective. However, the SCA-EDF- SCA l a w s .
does not call for suspension of the plan in toto, but
asks that no areas be declared open for driving off roads
and trails until 1) there are regulations controlling such
use, 2) an EIR has been done, and 3) the 1906 Antiquities
Act, the 1966 Historic Preservation Act, and Executive
Order 11593 have been complied with. Hearings on the
suit will probably be scheduled in late February. A number
of archaeologists and other scientists will be call.ed on to
report on damage to Desert resources caused by off-road
travel. A contrary lawsuit filed by an association of
4-wheel drive enthusiasts, asking for EIR's before areas
are closed to off-road recreation, has been dismissed.
SYLVIA M. BROADBENT
UC Riverside

The SCA has joined the Environmental Defense Fund and
SCS DISCUSSES ARCHAEOLOGY
the Sierra Club as co-plaintiffs in a suit filed January 15
in Los Angeles Federal Court against the Bureau of Land
The U.S. Soil Conservation Service, which is
Management, asking for recreational driving off roads and
responsible for watershed improvement and providing
trails on BLM lands to be stopped until the requirements of
advice to farmers in soil and farm management, is
NEPA and Federal antiquities legislation have been complied mandated to comply with Executive Orderll59~ and NEPA.
with. Sylvia Broadbent, UCR, is individual co-plaintiff;
the suit is being handled by EDF and Sierra Club lawyers,
and financed by EDF and the Sierra Club Legal Defense
Fund.
When a suit of this nature was proposed last year by
the Sierra Club, the SCA Executive Committee approved
joining it; final approval of the lawsuit was coordinated by
NEXT DEADLINE FOR NEWS:
Treasurer Bobby Greenwood. It was prompted by the
Recreational Vehicle Interim Management Plan put into
MllRCH 20
effect 1'-1~J .. 1 b;r BL?-..1, under vvhich large areas Vv"ere left
open for off-road driving although no EIR has been filed on
them. BLM currently has no means of legally enforcing
the plan with its own personnel, and it seems unlikely that

•

On February 13, during a watershed workshop held at the
SCS's state office in Davis and attended by all District
Conservationists and various state-level staff members,
an extended discussion of archaeology and the
Executive Order was held. Jon Young from the Department
of the Interior, Don Miller from the Forest Service,
Chester King from the SCA and Tom King from the SAA
Committee on Public Archaeology participated .in the
discussion. All attendees were or will be given copies of
the S,CA "Procedures for Archaeological Impact Evaluation"

and other documents, and were encouraged to contact
their local SCA Clearinghouses. We suggest that
archaeologists try to contact the various Soil Conservation
Districts and get acquainted with their Conservationists;
these people are not only involved in projects where
professional evaluations will be necessary; they are also
in regular contact with ranchers and farmers who can
provide otherwise unavailable information on site
locations.
TOM KING

NEWS OF THE PROFESS/ON
SMa-6
Archaeologists, who brought legal action abainst the
City of San Mateo, have agreed to a settlement of thefr
case.
On December 19th, the SCA- along with Michael J.
Moratto, Ronald G. Hansen, Tom King, and Gary Thodasfiled a petition (No. 180640) in Superior Court for a writ
. of mandate against the San Mateo City Council and City
Planning Commission. In their complaint, the
archaeologists noted that on November 19th the City had
approved a permit for White and Claussen Builders, Inc. ,
to construct the Baywood Estates development. The
titioners stated that an important archaeological site,
.·haps the last surviving Indian village site in San Mateo
•
would be destroyed by the development.
In granting the permit to White and Claussen, the City
required only that the developer allow the archaeologists
30 days to salvage everthing of scientific value from the
site. The archaeologists had requested that additional
time and funds be made available.
Patrick Hallinan and Gary Near, attorneys for the
archaeologists, stated in the petition that the City had
not fully complied with the California Environmental
Quality Act of 1970. It was their opinion that the City
should have required the developer to provide for adequate
salvage excavations as a "mitigation" of the impacts
which would result from construction activities. The
attorneys further noted that historic era Indian burials
might possibly repose in the site; a 1971 State law
prohibits the disturbance of any Indian skeletons less than
200 years old.
In the settlement finalized on January 16, White and
Claussen have agreed to pay attorney's fees of $1500 and
to provide a $2 85 0 trust to support preliminary digging at
the development site. Additional archaeological work may
be required if the initial digging turns up evidence of
unusual value to the scientists.. All parties have agreed
that both archaeological and construction work would be
stopped if any historic burials were encountered.
In filing for dismissal of their petition, Dr. Moratto and
Mr. Hansen expressed the opinion that the terms of the
lement reflect the manner in which the issue should have
n handled from the beginning. The archaeologists
•
expressed their gratitude for the cooperative spirit and
altruism of the builders, 'White and Claussen. It was clear
that, if the developers had been less understanding of the
law, the archaeologists would have pressed for court
action against tha City. As Dr. Moratto expressed it, "I
am truly Bo.rry that the developers were caught in the

crossfire of the real battle, which was between the City and
the archaeologists. It is gratifying that we could save the
site without expending the time and energy necessary for a
victory in court. "

NATIONAL REGISTER ADDITIONS
Two new archaeological districts on the Northern
California coast have been added to the National Register
of Historic Places, according to the History Preservation
Section, California Department of Parks and Recreation.
The Bodega Bay Historical District includes all of
Bodega Head and the east shore of Bodega Bay from Estero
Americano to Salmon Creek on the Sonoma County coast,
and contains about 5 0 known prehistoric sites •
The Yontocket Historical District is on the coast of
Del Norte County near the mouth of the Smith River; it
includes the Tolowa ceremonial center Yunt-do-kut, a
nearby secular residential center, Troo-let, and a complex
of pools sacred in Tolowa religion.
TOM KING
Feb. 7, 1974
SONOMA COUNTY ADOPTS BONDING
PROCEDURE
In a precedent-setting move, the Sonoma County
Planning Commission has required The Sea Ranch, a
residential development on the Pacific coast, to post a
bond to assure performance of mitigation meas1,.1res on
archaeological sites subject to impact as a result of
development on the property. Several shell middens and
flake sites were located by a field party from U.C. Davis
employed by the developer. after a proposed negative
declaration on severalnew units was protested by
Northwest Clearinghouse Coordinator Tom King and his
associates. The developer is being required to mitigate
all adverse impacts on the sites, and to post a $2500. 00
bond on each, to be forfeited in the event any of the sites
suffer damage.
TOM KING

~CHANGES
ARCHAEOLOGIST NAMED DIRECTOR OF
NEVADA STATE MUSEUM
Dr. Thomas Layton, who received his BA and MA from
the University of California, Davis before undertaking
his PhD at Harvard University, has been named Director

of the Nevada State Museum in Carson City. Layton's
research has been directed at Great Basin prehistory and
paleoecology, although he has also undertaken work in
the Near East. The new Director is actively working on
plans with the University of Nevada for a strengthened
Nevada Archaeological Survey and for a systematized public
archaeology program.
TOM KING

Del Norte County has taken a step toward archaeological responsibility by adding the duties of County Archeologist to those of its Environmental Services Officer. As
Environmental Services Officer Paul Hampson will be
writing EIR's for the County and for those private concerns
that elect to have the County write their reports. He will
also review any other EIR's written for the County. As
County Archeologist, Paul will be charged with conducting
an archaeological survey of tJ:ie County. Any archaeological salvage or projects which occur as a result of EIR's
will be channeled through the NW Coast Clearinghouse.
The County will not conduct archaeological excavations
of its own, excepting auger borings, etc. as required in
the preparation of EIR's and responsible archaeological
survey. Del Norte Coun_ty is also to b§! commenderl for its
resolution requi~ing that the Del Norte Indian Welfare
Association be contracted in regard to every EIR.
R. Paul Hampson
Del Norte County Archeologist
Dept. of Agriculture
2650 Washington Blvd.
Crescent City, CA 95531

SAA MEETINGS
Washington, D.C. area universities are organizing
student housing for the Society for American Archaeology
meetings for those students who do not wish to stay at the
Mayflower Hotel. For information contact: Robert K.
Evans, Department of Anthropology, Catholic University·,
Washington, D. C. 20017. We hope to organize some
free rooms and perhaps some inexpensive dorm rooms.
CALIFORNIA

ACADEMY

•

5, 6, 7 April: SOCIETY FOR CALIFORNIA ARCHAEOLOGY
Annual Meeting, U. C. Riverside. Program Chairman: Dr.
Leslie Wildes en, Afchaeological Research Unit, UC
Riverside, Ca 925 02.
ll, 12, 13 April: SOUTHWESTERN ANTHROPOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION Annual Meeting, Miramar Hotel, Santa
Monica , Calif.
2, 3, 4 May: SOCIETY FOR AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY
39th Annual Meeting, Mayflower Hotel, Washington, DC.
Program Chairman: William W. Fitzhugh, Smithsonian
Inst., Washington, DC 20560.
3 ,4, May: SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ACADEMY OF
SCIENCES Annual Meeting at Cal State University,
Fullerton. Abstracts due by March 22; Program Chairman:
Dr. David Walkington, Dept. of Biology, CSUF, 92634.

17-21 June: PACIFIC DNISION OF THE AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SIGENCE meeting
at UC Irvine.
13, 14, 15 Sept. : GREAT BASIN ANTHROPOLOGICAL
CONFERENCE Biennial Meeting, Nevada State Museum and
State Capitol, Carson City. Deadline for paper titles and
abstracts: April 15. Program Chairman: Donald R. T u o .
Dept. of Anthropology, Nevada State Museum, Carson
NV 89701
20-24 November: AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION 73rd Annual Meeting, Hotels Maria Isabel &
Fiesta Palace, Mexico City. Deadlines of abstracts, Mar.
15. Program Editor: James E. Officer, 413 New Psychology,
U. Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721.

Announcements

SOUTHERN
SCIENCES

CALENDAR

OF

The Annual Meeting of the Southern California Academy
of Sciences will be held at CSU Fullerton on May 3-4,
1974. The speaker at the banquet on Saturday will be Dr.
Stanley Greenfield, Assistant Director of the Environmental
Protection Agency. Professional and student papers are
solicited in section meetings for either Anthropology or
Archaeology. SCAS awards prizes for best student papers
in both Science and Humanities categories: $150 first

prize and $75 second prize. Abstracts are due by March
22; send them to Dr. David Walkington, SCAS Program
Chairman, Dept. of Biology, CSU, Fullerton, CA 92634.
SCAS also makes a Grant Award of $15 0 for the best 'student
research proposal. Inquiries about this should be addressed
to Dr. Takashi Hoshizaki, at the same address.

PACIFIC DIVISION OF THE AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF
SCIENCE
The Pacific Division of the American Association for·
the Advancement of Science will meet on the campus at
UC Irvine on June 17-71, 1974. The organization and
schedule of sessions has not yet been announced.

NEVADA ANTIQUITIES

PERMITS

The Board of Trustees of the Nevada State Museum
and Thomas N. Layton, Director, wish to make the SCA
membership aware of the following changes in the
Application for Nevada Antiquities Work Permit.
Basically these changes are made in item 7 of the
application. Previously item 7 required that "a
representative or type collection of artifacts from each

•

•

site recorded 11 be deposited at the Nevada State Museum •.•
"within twelve months after termination of field work."
Item 7 has been modified to include not only the above
provision, but also requires the applicant to "submit a
ief report of field activities' including a map of site
cations and completed site survey records" within the
::lv e-month period.
The Nevada State Museum is particularly concerned
that the latter provision be promptly fulfilled so that we
may update site survey files and plot site locations in
this day and age of. •• "mitigating impacts upon
archaeological values." We would also like to remind
those who did conduct archaeological research in Nevada
in 1973 that we would appreciate receiving copies of their
site survey records (completed site forms) together with a
map of site locations (an accurate tracing from a named
Quad sheet will do), prior to the 1974 field season.
DONALD R. TOUHY
Head, Dept. of Anthropolocy
Nevada State Museum

fl
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CAROL OLSEN AND
WHERE ARE YOU?

JEFFREY

VAUGHN,

SCA members are urged to remember to
inform the Business Office of address
changes.
The NEWSLETTER is third class
mail and is not forwarded.

final language of bills and possible subsequent court
interpretation. 3) Would establish FHA loan guarantees,
in amounts up to $15, 000 for up to 15 years, for the preservation of residential properties on the National Register.
Status: Hearings have been held on both the Senate and
House proposals and further committee action is pending.
Land Use Planning Act

LEGISLATION
NEWS

.0

MOSS-BENNETT CLEARS HOUSE INTERIOR
MMITTEE

Late word from Washington as this issue goes to
press tells us that the Moss-Bennett Bill has been
favorably reported out by the House Interior and Insular
Affairs Committee. Most of the unfavorable amendments
placed on the Bill by the Subcommittee on National ParJ.Cs
and Recreation have been removed, and most of the
favorable ones suggested by archaeologists added. The
Bill now goes to the House floor, then to House-Senate
conference where final amendments and modifications can
be made, then to both houses for final vote and then to
the President.

CURRENT FEDERAL LEGISLATION
The National Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
has provided a digest of legislative proposals in the
93rd Congress, some of which are of'direct concern to
archaeologists:
S.1743 and H.R. 7277 (Administration's Better
Communities Act); S.2507 and H.R. 10688 (Administration's
Housing Act); and H .R. 10036 (Barrett-Ashley bill, the
major Hill proposal).
1) Would replace current categorical urban renewal and
housing programs with no-strings block grant approach.
Current HUD historic preservation programs, found in the
urban renewal and open space programs, would be phased
Aand historic preservation would become an eligible
-vity qualifying for block grant funds if a locality
requested them. 2) Current categoricai grant programs are
subject to requirements of the National Environmental Policy
Act and the National Historic Preservation Act.
Applicability of these review statutes to community
development block grant programs is uncertain, pending

Bills: S.268 and H.R. 10294 (primary House bill).
Impact on Historic Preservation: Declares a national
land use policy; authorizes an annual grant program for the
development, implementation, and administration of
comprehensive State land use planning process; requires
Federal actions affecting non-Federal land to conform with
such processes; and establishes a national policy for the
management of public lands, requiring Federal land
management agencies to develop land use plans. To
qualify for grants and avoid sanctions, a State land use
planning process must provide for, among other things, the
identification and protection of areas of "critical environmental concern," which include historic areas.
Status: S.268 has been passed by the Senate; R.R. 10294
was reported out of committee in the House on January 22,
1974.
Environmental Protection Tax Act
Bills: H.R. 5584 (Administration bill) and S. 2347
(Historic Structures Tax Act).
Impact on Historic Preservation: Generally addresses
existing bias in Federal tax system against preservation
of historic; structures. Amends Internal Revenue Code to:
1) disallow deduction of demolition costs and losses of
commercial historic structure: 2) disallow accelerated
depreciation on structures built on site of demolished
historic structure; 3) allow accelerated depreciation or
five-year amortization of rehabilitation expenses on
commercial historic properties; and 4) allows deduction of
charitable contributions of easements and remainder
interests in historic properties.
Status: Both measures are pending in their respective
committees; no hearings have been scheduled.

SUMMER FIELD SCHOOLS

Summer field schools in archaeology will be listed by
the Society for American Archaeology in its annual compila tion distributed free on request to interested individuals.
The list is regularly sent to departments of anthropology.
Deadline for submitting announcements 0£ sessions was
February 15.

The SAA catalog will be available from the Executive
Office of the American Anthropological Association, 1703
New Hampshire Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20009.
UC RIVERSIDE SUMMER FIELD SCHOOL
An archaeological field school will be held near Bishop,
California during the summer of 1974. Activities will
include excavation of 12 sites in the northern Owens Valley,
laboratory analysis of materials recovered, and lectures
on regional ethnography, prehistory, and environment.
Training will be given in mapping, lithic analysis, excavation, stratigraphic interpretation, cataloguing, floral and
faunal identification, and various approaches to site
sampling and archaeological inference.
Room and board will be provided. Accommodations
will be dormitory-style in large tents; kitchen facilities
will be in camp. Required field equipment will be sold to
students who do not have their oun tool kit at cost .(ca. $10).
Credit: 6 units upper division (quarter system)
For application forms and further information contact:
Dr. Leslie E. Wildesen
Director, Summer Field School
Archaeological Research Uni't
University of California
Riverside, CA 92502

Out Of The Pits
by TOM KING

I've just returned from a 5-day stint in Washington D.C.
as a participant in a study group on "Archaeology and
Historic Preservation Planning, so this column will put
forth some undigested information and top-of-the-head
impressions gained there. The study group was put
together by the Executive Order Consultants in the Office
of Archaeology and Historic Preservation of the National
Park Service in connection with the annual meeting of
State Historic Preservation Officers. SHPO' s are what
used to be State Liaison Officers - the people designated
by the states to administer programs mandated under the
Historic Preservation Act of 1966. William Penn Mott of
the Dept. of Parks and Recreation is California's SHPO,
but his office was not represented at the meeting. At this
point I'd like to focus on two major points: compliance
with Executive Order 11593 and the organization of State
Historic Preservation Programs and Plans.
I. EO 11593: The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation has just issued new "Procedures for the Protection
of Historic and Cultural Properties" (FEDERAL REGISTER
39:18:Part II:3366-3370, Friday Jan. 25 1973); these
Procedures combine the old procedures for compliance with
Section 106 of the Historic Preservation Act (which required
consultation with the Advisory Council before undertaking
any federal action that might impact a National Register
Property) with procedures for compliance with Section 2 (b)
of the Executive Order, which requires federal agencies
to locate and nominate to the Register all properties that
meet National Register Criteria, and to consult with the

Council whenever an action is contemplated that might
impact such properties. I think the most crucial
paragraph in the new Procedures, in terms of the kinds of
problems we most often face w·th federal agencies, is in
Section 800. 4, "Agency Procedures":
(a) Identification of resources. As early as possib.
and in all cases prior to agency decision concerning an
undertaking, the Agency Official shall identify properties
located within the area of the undertaking's potential
environmental impact that are included in or eligible for
inclusion in the National Register.
l) To identify properties included .•. the Agency
official shall, in consultation with the •.. State Historic
Preservation Officer, apply the National Register
Criteria .•• to all properties possessing his tori cal
architectural, archaeological or cultural value located
within the area of. .• impact ••• "
(underscore mine)

In other words, it is now Federal Policy, rather than
just our interpretation of Federal Policy, that Federal
agencies have to survey their project areas, identify
archaeological sites, and evaluate their significance.
Other sections of the Procedures make it clear that the
Council expects agencies to develop plans to avoid impact
on properties qualifying for the Register i:f :it all possible,
and to mitigate the impact if avoidance is not feasible;
determination of feasibility and appropriateness of mitigation is to be made not by the Agency alone but by the
Agency in consultation with the Council and the SHPO.
I urge anyone who is working regularly with Federal
agencies to get a copy of the Council Procedures and
read it in full. If used wisely and with reason, the
Procedures constitute a very important tool for insuring •
sensible archaeol:>gical planning in connection with
Federal operations.

IL State Historic Preservation Plans: The SHPO is
obviously a very important person; he is the state official
specifically designated by the law and C;;mncil policy to
consult with federal agencies on the historic and
archaeological propriety of their projects. Moreover, he
is supposed to develop an inventory of cultural resources
and a comprehensive State Historic Preservation Plan.
The Plan is:
" .•• a public document projecting •.. the most effective
development of a state's historic patrimony ... (It) •••
consists of three volumes: .•• The Historical Background,
... The Inventory, .•• and ..• The Annual Preservation
Program. A state's eligibility to receive grant funds
is contingent upon National Park Service approval of
each volume." (POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, U.S.
Dept. of the Interior, National Park Service, National
Register of Historic Places, June 19 73).
The POLICIES AND PROCEDURES set forth requirements
for a systematic inventory of the state's historic and
prehistoric resources, for.a clear-cut definition of the
relationship between historic preservation and other state
plans and programs, and for ongoing review of the state's
program. At the recent meeting the Keeper of the National
Register made it clear that the plans, the state programs,
and the SHPO's staffs must be professionally viable.
•
Nov; let's look briefly at a couple of state programs as
they pertain to archaeology. These glimpses are based on
verbal reports to me by some of the archaeologists involved.
The State of Illinois has undertaken a comprehensive
archaeological survey program through the Illinois

Archaeological Survey, a voluntary grouping of professional
institutions. Several crews are put in the field each year
to do systematic surveys of the various river basins of the
state. Some 4, 500 sites have been recorded since the
program• s inception, with full control for sample reliability
provision for automated data retrieval (James Brown,
hwestern University, personal communication 1974).
•
The State of Florida has instituted a major program
through its Division of Archives, History and Records
Management. A full staff of archaeologists, historians,
architects, underwater specialists and others are on hand,
and survey/evaluatory work is closely attuned to the state's
development needs. The Division has been the source of
important state legislation protecting historic and prehistoric
resources (Ross Morrell and Dan Penton, Florida Division
of Archives, History and Recreation Management, personal
communication 1973-74).
1 think it is clear that if vigorously administered, state
historic preservation programs can be tremendous sources of
productive support for archaeological research and preservation. Obviously, we do not have in California anything
very similar to the Florida or Illinois programs, and I have
to concede that I don't really know what we do have.
I am asking Mr. John Michael, Supervisor of the History
Preservation Section of the Department of Parks and
Recreation, to enlighten us all about this in an upcoming
issue. In the meantime, I will provide what comparative
data are available to me: the amounts of federal matching
funds that the three states in question have applied for and
received during the last reported year for survey and planning,
according to the HISTORIC PRESERVATION GRANTS-IN-AID
CATALOG published by the National Park Service:
GRANT#

AMOUNT

.is
da

17-71-00002

$227,900.00

17-73-00031

$ 87,000.00

California

06-73-00021

$ 40,000.00

STATE

Merritt College announces that it is currently in the
process of setting up a small Prehistory-Anthropology
Museum. They are most anxious to obtain appropriate
artifacts for display, either by donation, loan, or
possible purchase. Donations may be used as a tax
deduction, and the required receipts will be furnished.
MAURICE WOLFE, Director
Prehistory-Anthropology Museum
Merritt College
12500 Campus Drive
Oakland, CA 94619

•

EARTH SCIENCE AND
ARCHAEOLOGY
Column No. 7
David L. Weide

One of the most readily available methods for studying
plain-ware ceramics involves analysis of the "non-clay"
fraction. As was mentioned in the last E. S. & A. column,
temper (material larger than silt) that has been added to
ceramic clay in order to improve its structural characteristics
may be diagnostic in terms of composition, size, shape, and
orientation within the finished piece. Under most conditions,
temper will consist of mineral grains or rock fragments ranging
from 0.25 mm. to I.SO mm. in diameter. Under more unique
circumstances the role of temper may be filled by crushed
shell, vegetable fibre, or finely crushed fragments of pot
sherds. Examples of the latter three components are rare
in most localities but, where present, usually define a very
descrete archaeological context.
Mineral temper, however, must be examined in terms of
a number of attributes. We have mentioned mineral
composition as one basic attribute. This is based on the
assumptions that 1) tempering material for a ceramic center
will originate at or near that center (NOTE that this is not
necessarily the case for the clay content); 2) that fragmented
mineral matter will be derived from local stream channels;
3) that the mineral composition of the alluvial material will
reflect the composition of the rocks surrounding the basin;
and 4) if there is a unique or "fingerprint" mineral in alluvial
sediments in reasonable abundance it will occur in the finished
ceramic and therefore provide a clue to the drainage basin
where the ceramic originated.
But what about quartz and/or feldspar sands?
These are alluvial deposits that contain no particular
"fingerprint" minerals •.. Close examination of this
material may still provide some valuable information. For
instance we may include the attributes of size, shape, and
sorting (the latter being a measure of how much of the temper
is of one particular size). We might illustrate how these
three attributes yielded some interesting information
regarding historical ceramics of the east coast.
Some years ago an archaeologist was concerned with early
British plain ware (flower-pot ware) that--had been imported
to the Colonies. The question concerned establishing some
form of chronology for this material. Examination of a number
of sherds from different stratigraphic contexts revealed that
while the composition of the temper did not change (i.e. it
was all very pure quartz sand) the sorting changed radically
at an apparantly discrete point in time. Instead of a broad
range of particle sizes (as one would expect in a stream
channel deposit), the range of quartz grains was very narrow
(between 0.25 and 0.35 mm.). When plotted as a histogram
this distribution resembled· a very sharply peaked curve. A
distribution of this type is relatively rare in nature and it was
suggested that an artificial control was at work. Subsequently
it was demonstrated that at a time contemporaneous with the
appearance of extremely well sorted sand temper, the English
ceramic firms developed a technique for sieving the natural
sand deposits in order to obtain a uniform grade for manufacturing. This change in manufacturing technique could be
closely fixed in time; hence "flower-pot ware" manifested at
least one form of chronological control within its overall
time span.

Using somewhat the same techniques, one could (if
working in the Southwest) determine the use of aeolian
(wind blown) sand- perhaps from dunes- as opposed to the
more poorly sorted quartz and feldspar sands that are characteristic of stream channels.

Historic

An archaeologist wishing to pursue this topic further
should obtain a copy of Petrology of Sedimentary Rocks
by Robert L. Folk (1968) available at relatively low cost
(ca. $5. 00) from Hemphill' s Drawer M. , University Station,
Austin, Texas. It is a valuable reference and well wort~
having.
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s'ocIETY FOR HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY
ANNUAL CONFERENCE
The Society for Historical Archaeology held its Seventh
Annual Conference at the Hotel Claremont in Oakland on
January 9-i2, 1974. About 200 members and guests attended.
California and adjoining Nevada were extremely well
represented.
The biggest play as far as news was concerned was the
Drake Controversy. This received world wide publicity
through Reuters, UPI, AP, and in the local papers of San
Francisco and Sacramento, and also on the air. This was due
to Aubrey Neasham's sensational revelation that he believes
he and Bill Britchard my have found evidence that Drake's
Fort is located in Bolinas Bay. That session started off
with a very fine presentation by Mike Moratto on the entire
Drake controversy. Then Pritchard and Neas ham gave their
paper, followed by Edward P. Von der Porten.
Selected sp·eakers, titles, and abstracts follow.
MASTERPLANNING THE OLD TOWN STATE PARK (SAN
DIEGO), by Ray S. Brandes, U of San Diego:
On July l, 1973, the State of California Dept. of
Parks and Recreation awarded a bid contract to a team of
consultants to provide a masterplan for the reconstruction
of the Old Town State Park in San Diego, California. The
principals who contracted the work are Delawie, Macy,
and Henderson, Architects; Robert Ferris Architect, and
the University of San Diego's Project Director Dr. Ray
Brandes.
The University portion of work involved two phasef:
historical research to determine location, size, features,
and original uses of 50 buildings in the Park area and
adjacent blocks, and some archaeology to provide
additional historical evidence. A report was submitted
in December 1973. The architectural and landscaping
firms dovetailed their information on a plan with the
historical and archaeological evidence to provide a
preliminary area layout, showing landscaping, traffic
flow, and utility plans.
IDENTIFICATION OF TWO BURIAIB AT THE PRESIDIO DE
SAN DIEGO, by Richard Carrico.
A careful integration of historic archaeology and
historic research has made it possible to date and name
at least two early burials at the Presidio de San Diego.
Combining the excavation dates of 1968 with the Missior
de Alcala birth and death records it was ascertained that
two child burials wen~ the remains of Joseph Maria

Romero and his sister, Maria Josefa. The dates of their
deaths were October 3, 1785 and December 6, i779.
The ultimate aim of this project is to combine
archaeology with history, with the result being a more
documented and comprehensive view of early life in.
California's first white settlement
THE BANCROFT RANCH SITE: FROM KAMAYAY vILLAGE TO
ANGLO RANCH , by Richard Carrico, CSUSD
The Bancroft Ranch House is located in the
southeastern segment of San Diego County in the comm;1··
of 3pring Valley. Excavations have been continuing
since 1969. The house is rather unique in that the
historic adobe was built virtually on top of a Kamayay
village midden.
THE HISTORIC PERIOD AT GRASS VALLEY, NEVADA:
PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS, by C. William Clewlow, Jr.
During the summer of 1972, and again in 1973,
excavations were conducted by a field class from the
University of San Francisco at three h.Jstoric period
villages in Grass Valley, Lander Co., Nevada. Dead Pile
Village, Pottery Hill Village, and Ridge Village South,
are three of five large historic period villages in the south
end of the valley.
ECHATAMAL: A STUDY IN COAST MIWOK ACCULTURATION,
by Stephen A. Dietz, SFSU.
This paper presents preliminary results of research
conducted at an ethnographic Coast Miwok settlement
near Nicasio, Marin County, California. The historic
and archaeological records indicated a brief precontact
habitation, mission contact and site abandonment, and a
reoccupation following mission secularization,
The site provides a unique opportunity for the use of models
of culture change derived from contemporary anthropological
theory.
ARCHAEOLOGY AT SONOMA MISSION, by Albert B.
Elsasser, UC Berkeley.
Two excavations at Sonoma during the 1950's have •
provided much information on foundations of stru;::tures
associated with the original Mission compound.

BENEATH THE TILES AT THE SAN DIEGO PRESIDIO, by Paul
H. Ezell, CSUSD
Father Palou recorded that in September of 1773, the
beginning had been made on a church at the San Diego
sidio, but that, for lack of provisions to maintain
neophytes doing the work, construction had been
ted. After nearly ten years of delays it was built;
this is apparent in some of the features of the ruins
which have been revealed by the excavations.

THE DRAKE CONTROVERSY: A PLEA FOR SCIENTIFIC
REASONING, by Michael J. Moratto, SFSU
After discussion of the Drake controversy, this
paper concludes that the controversy can be effectively
concluded now if the interested scholars will shift from
the subjective, selective massing of data t-::i support
pet hypotheses to a rigorous methodology which recognizes the probabilistic nature of many confirmations in
Social Science.

ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE AVITA ADOBE: EL PUEBLO DE
LOS ANGELES SHP, by Frank Fenenga, CSULB
The earthquake of 1971 damaged what is reputed
to be the oldest house in Los Angeles. Archaeological
work was carried out prior to its restoration.

ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE CASA RODRIQUEZ, OLD TOWN SAJ.:
DIEGO, by James Moriarty, USD
The University of San Diego excavations at the site
of the Casa de Juan Rodriquez in January 19 73 provided a
workshop example of special problems extant in historic
sites archaeology.

'

COMSTOCK ERA ARCHAEOLOGY: A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON
ON THE LITTLE VALLEYPROJECT, by Donald L. Hardesty
Archaeological remains of the Comstock Mining
Era are abundant but virtually untouched by professionals,
The University of Nevada, Reno, has launched a new
program with the immediate aim of establishing
appropriate methods for collecting and interpreting data
from Comstock· Era sites ,
THE ARCHEOLOGY OF OLD SACRAMENTO, by Richard
Hastings, California State Parks.
The exca'[ations undertaken during the summer of
19 66 at Old Sacramento reveal many interesting aspects
of merchandising and banking in a frontier town of the
1850's, After the fire of 1852, the destroyed wooden
buildings were replaced by brick structures. Before
many of the structures were rebuilt, the charred remains
e goods and buildings were covered by flood waters
a layer of sand was deposited over all. The
•
rebuilding of the city by brick and concrete sealed the
sites until the 196 6 excavation. The deposit under the
Carroll iluilding consisted of a complete cross-section of
supplies carred by a store catering to miners' needs. ,
The information derived from archeological research
in this destroyed area of Old Sacramento will further aid
the rebuilding and establishment of an authentic unit in
the State Park System.

DRAKE"S CALIFORNIA LANDING: THE EVIDENCE FOR BOLINA::
LAGOON, by V. Aubrey Neasham, Sacramento, Calif.
The site of the exact landing of Francis Drake in
California in 15 79 has long been a point of controversy.
Currently, the two most vociferous exponents claim either
an estuary at Drakes Bay, or at a point near San Quentin
in San Francisco Bay. After considerable historical
research and re-examination of available maps and
other data, and coupled with rece:1t archaeological
investigations, the authors present the cumulative
evidence that may indicate that the landing and encampment of Drake on the California coast was in the interlagoon of Bolinas Bay in Marin County.
ARCHAEOLOGY AT SUTTER'S FORT, by William H. Olsen,
Califronia State Parks
The archaeological program at Sutter's For: SHP was
initiated in 1955 and ended in 1960. This work
confirmed that the Fort was originally considerably larger
than the reconstructed version. It also indicated that
post 1850 use of the Fort, as well as modern disturbance
had destroyed subsurface structural remains which
complicated efforts to trace the original outline of the
Fort walls and structures within the walls. r: now appears
that few original features are still extant other than
room foundations and floors inside the reconstructed Fort
walls.

HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY IN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STUDIES:
A CONSIDERATION OF BASIC ISSUES, by Patricia P.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROGRAMS AT FORT ROSS STATE
Hickman, SFSU •
HISTORIC PARK, oy William E. Pritchard' California
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archaeologist must justify his work and recommendations not
only to his contractee and his professional peers but to
DISCOVERING THE PRESENT THROUGH THE PAST: THE
concerned elements of the public. Examples illustrating
ENVIRONMENTAL LIVING PROGRAM, by William M. Taylor,
current needs and possible solutions are given in this
National Park Service
paper, drawn from recent environmental studes.
The Environmental Living Program of the State and
National Parks of Arizona and California aims at creating
THE LOST WINERY: A CAUTIONARY TALE, by Shirley Lee
an understanding of our environment through living in
Shirley Lee and Jerome Pressler, former and present
and recreating natural and cultural environments of the
apology instructors respectively at Ohl one College,
past. This program is offered to schools and other
•
Fremont, present a Preliminary report on attempts to
organizations at a variety cf historic settings.
salvage n{aterial fr;m, and reconstruct the history of, the
A 15 70 MORTAR IN CALIFORNIA, by Edward P. Von der
once famous, century-old Linda Vista Winery at Mission
Porten, Drake's Navigator's Guild
San Jose,
In 1968 a blackend brass mortar with the date 1570
chiseled into its side was brought to the attention of a few

California historians. The attempts to authenticate this
object, and to trace its history in Europe and the New
World, are described in this paper, and conclusions are
drawn which others may now evaluate.
This is a classic case of an object with consideral le
historic potential (since Drake landed in California in
1579) but no archaeological provenience.
THE HOUSE OF THE SCOTCH PAISANO: A MID 19th
CENTURY CALIFORNIA RANCH HOUSE , by William J.
Wallace, CSULB
In 1839 Hugo Reid petitioned for the 13, 000 acres
of Rancho Santa Anita, where he built an adobe house
on the land in 1840. Local tradition and a misinterpretation of the historical records led to the assumption that
the original Reid adobe was a spacious, L-shaped
structure, surrounded by a fine enck>sed garden. An
archaeological study, conducted prior to the house's
resoration, proved instead that it was a modest, threeroomed affair.
TWENTY MULE TEAMS DAYS IN DEATH VALLEY: SOME
ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE, by William J. Wallace,
CSULB
A preliminary archaeological study of the Harmony
Borax Works in Death Valley National Monument was
undertaken in the winter of 1971-72 prior to a proposed
stabilization of the old plant and development of the
surrounding area. Excavations were carried out at the
borax works and at the company town a short distance
away. An important trsult of the exploratory digging was
in showing that a great deal of the industrial complex is
left in the ground.
THE LAST SURVIVOR: A PRLIMINARY ARCHAEOLOGICAL
REPORT ON MARIN COUNTY'S CAMILLO YNITIA ADOBE,
by Priscilla Wegars
Of the fifty-nine adobe structure oringinally built
in Marin County, only one remains. Constructed in the
late 1830's by the alleged last headman of the Coast
Mi wok's Olompali tribelet, the Camilo Ynitia adobe is
is in grave danger of destruction. Archaeological
investigations were begun in 1973 with the objectives of
giving more weight to the historical evidence and broade-.'1ing the base of support for its preservation.

Reports
FURTHER DATA ON THE MOSTIN SITE
The Mostin Site, a possible Paleoindian cemetery and
village near Clear Lake in Lake County (See NEWSLETTER
7 :6, December 19 73) is largely underv;ater at the present
time, but some further developments merit reporting. A
firm c14 determination has been obtained on Burial 4 by
the UCLA Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics;
sample UCLA 1795 has been assigned an age of 10,260±
340 B.P. Two more samples are being processed.
An application has been submitted to Educational
Expeditions International for a grant to cover this summer's
work at the site; if funded, the project, which will include
excavation of exposed burials and features, stratigraphic
studies and local survey, will be supervised by Tom King.
David Fredrickson is seeking a small grant from the ·
National Science Foundation to provide for technical
(especially geological) consultation during the summer.
TOM KING

•

SA A " RES 0 UR CE S " P UBL IC AT I 0 N AV A IL AB L E

The Society for American Archeology announces
publication of "Archeology and Archeological Resources"
a Guide for Those Planning to Use, Affect, or Alter the
Land's Surface". This 24-page illustrated booklet was
prepared by the SAA's Committee on Public Archeology as
an introduction to archaeological management practices,
for use by planning agencies, consulting firms, and local
governments. "Resources" provides an excellent accompaniment to the SCA' s "Recommended Procedures for Archaeological Impact Evaluation"; it defines basic terms and
concepts and presents the problems of archaeological
resource management in layman's language. A reference
copy )S being provided by SAA-COPA to each SCA
Clearinghouse.
Cost the the publication is 40¢ each for less than
50; or the publication may be bought in bulk for $9 .00 per
50. Payment may be enclosed with orders or the purchaser
can request to be billed. Send orders to the Society for
American Archaeology, 1703 New Hampshire Avenue, NVlf,
Washington, D.C. 20009.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA BIBLIOGRAPHY
The Archaeological Research Unit, U.C. Riverside,.
has compiled a 112-page bibliography of ethnographic and
archaeological sources for the Southern California area.
The listing, prepared by Carol A. Mortland and Janis
Binam, includes literature dealing with interior and coastal
southern CaUfornia, Spanish diaries, site reports, and
ethnographic studies of the Chumash, Serrano, Gabrieleno,
Luiseno, Diegueno, Mohave, Chemehuevi, Cahuilla, anc
smaller Yuman and Shoshonean groups. Copies may be
obtained for $1. 00 by writing the Archaeological Research
Unit, U,C. Riverside, Riverside, CA 92502.

TESTING VEN-171
During the January interim, California Lutheran
College's archaeology field class excavated three test
units on Ventura 171 which had been reported in 1967 by
Chester King as a large millingstone site. The surface
still yield,s manos and fragments and shows some signs
of shell. Pit A was sterile beneath the surface.
Pits B and C did yield bits of fused shal~ and clam shell
and many nodules of talc-like fossil shell. There were no
projectile points •
The site is mostly in grassland but about 1/3 is
still in native chap~rrel. A tentative plan of the propert~
shows a hotel for the knoll on which the site sits. There
is no immediate danger to the site and further excavation •
is not planned. A surface survey produced a complete
manoin the chaparrel at the north end of the site and a
quartzite chopper from the slope at the south end of the
site some 450' apart.
TOM MAXWELL
California Lutheran College
15 Feb. , 19 74
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NATURE OF PROJECT (SURVEY, EXCAVATION, SALVAGE,
EDITOR'S NOTE: The purpose of this column is to provide
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT, ETC.) COUNTY,
a permanent record of all archaeology done in the state.
DIRECTOR, AND WHERE THE.DATA IS LOCATED.
Please help us make this list complete by submitting the
following information on a regular basis: NAME OF PROJECT,

PROJECT

LOCATION

DIRECTOR

DATES

DATA AVAILABLE

Old Town State Park

San Diego

Jan. 3-2 3

Univ. of San Diego

CCo-349 salvage

Wildcat Canyon,
Richmond
San Pablo

Dr. Ray Brandes, Dr.
James Moriarty
George & Corrine Col.es

1971-72

Contra Costa College

George Coles

Fall 1972Spring 1973
9/73-4/74
7/72 & cont.

CCo-271
CCo-2 72 salvage
Western Contra Costa Co.
Survey reevaluation
Point Pinole sampling for East
Bay Regional Parks
(for preservation purposes)
CCo-290, 291 (Brooks Island)
excavations
Oakmont 12 survey and
mechanized testing
Tracy Ranch survey
The Sea Ranch, survey
Moss Landing Marine
Terminal survey
~orro Bay Power Plant
Farmington Re-evaluation
Project- excavations

A..

San Pablo

George & Corrine Coles . Summer 1973

Richmond, Calif.

George & Corrine Ccles

9/60-8/70

Sonoma County

Tom and Ron King

Jan. 1974

near Ukiah, Mendocino
County
Sonoma Co.
Monterey Co.
San Luis Obispo Co.

CSCSonoma

Jan. 1974
D.L. True
R.S. Greenwood

Dec. 1973
Jan. 1974

CSCS, UC Davis
Cabrillo College

R. S . Greenwood
Brian W. Hatoff &
Talbot Ruhstaller

Feb. 1974
Spring, Fall
1973

Cabrillo College
UCDavis
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